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1. INTRODUCTION
In the theory of extensions of groups and also in the transfer theory of
groups, we make our discussions independent of transversals. This gives
rise to obstructions and indeterminacies in determining the extensions.
Thus we are prompted to study transversals individually and abstractly.
Every right transversal of a subgroup in a group can be given the structure
  .of a right quasigroup with identity a groupoid is a pair S, ( , where S is a
nonempty set and ( a binary operation in S and a right quasigroup is a
 .groupoid S, ( in which the equation X ( a s b, where X is unknown, has
.a unique solution for all a, b g S . Conversely, in this paper, we prove that
every right quasigroup with identity can be embedded as a right transversal
 .into a group which is universal in certain sense see Theorem 3.4 .
An extension of a group H is a group G which contains H as a normal
subgroup. We shall call a group G a general extension of a group H if G
 .contains H as a subgroup not necessarily as a normal subgroup . A pair
 .G, H , where H is a subgroup of a group G, will be called a general
extension. We have a category E whose objects are general extensions and
 .a morphism from a general extension G , H to a general extension1 1
 .  .  .G , H is a homomorphism h from G to G such that h H : h H .2 2 1 2 1 2
w xFollowing the method of Schreier S1, S2 , we introduce a structure called
a c-groupoid and show that the category C G of c-groupoids is equivalent
to the category E of general extensions. To every right quasigroup S we
associate a c-groupoid with some universal property. This in turn using
.the above equivalence embeds S as a right transversal into a group with
the required universal property.
If H is a normal subgroup of a group G, then all the right transversals
 .of H in G are isomorphic to GrH . Using the universal embeddings of
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right quasigroups as right transversals, studying congruences in right
quasigroups, and then using the classification of finite simple groups, it is
w xproved in L-S that if all the right transversals of a subgroup in a finite
group are isomorphic, then the subgroup is normal. We believe that the
result is true for infinite groups also.
2. C-GROUPOIDS AND GENERAL EXTENSIONS
Let H be a subgroup of a group G and S a right transversal of H in G
which contains the identity throughout this paper, a right trans¨ ersal will be
.assumed to contain the identity of the group . Suppose x, y g S and h g H.
  .. .  .  .  .Then x ? y s f x, y x( y and x.h s s x, h .u x, h , where f x, y ,
 .  .s x, h g H, and x( y, u x, h g S. This gives us a binary operation ( on
S, an action u of H on S, a map f from S = S to H, and a map s from
 .  .S = H to H. For convenience, we shall denote u x, h by xu h and s x, h
 .by s h . Thus, for each x g S, s denotes the map from H to H given byx x
 .  . H s h s s x, h . The map x ¬ s from S to H the set of all maps fromx x
.H to H will be denoted by s . The various identities relating u , s , f , andÃ
the binary operation ( which are the consequences of the existence of the
identity, existence of inverses of the elements of G, and the associativity of
 .the binary operation in G allow us to say that S, H, s , f is a c-groupoid
in the following sense.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. A quadruple S, H, s , f , where S is a groupoid with
identity e, H a group which acts on S from right through a given action u ,
s a map from S = H to H, and f a map from S = S to H, is called a
c-groupoid if it satisfies the following:
 . w xC x( y s y « x s e,1
 .C For each x g S, ' x9 g S such that x9( x s e,2
 .C s s I , the identity map on H,3 e H
 .  .  .C f x, e s f e, x s 1, the identity of H,4
 .  .  .  .C s h h s s h s h ,5 x 1 2 x 1 xu h 21
 .  .  .  .C x( y ( z s xu f y, z ( y( z ,6
 .  .  .C x( y u h s xus h ( yu h,7 y
 .  .  .   ..   . .C f x, y f x( y, z s s f y, z f xu f y, z , y( z ,8 x
 .  .  .   ..   . .C f x, y s h s s s h f xus h , yu h ,9 x ( y x y y
where x, y, z g S and h , h , h g H.1 2
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Thus each right transversal of H in G determines a c-groupoid. Con-
versely, we have
 .THEOREM 2.2. Gi¨ en a c-groupoid S, H, s , f , there is a group G
containing H as a subgroup and S as a right trans¨ ersal of H in G such that
 .the corresponding c-groupoid is S, H, s , f .
Before establishing this theorem, we note the following:
 .  .LEMMA 2.3. i s 1 s 1,x
 .ii eu h s e, for each x g S and h g H.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Proof. i s 1 s s 1.1 s s 1 s 1 s s 1 s 1 .x x x xu 1 x x
ii eu h s e( e u h .  .
s eus h ( eu h by C .  .e 7
s eu h ( eu h by C . .  .  .3
Now use C .1
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let G s HS denote the cartesian product of H
 .and S. An ordered pair a, x will be denoted by ax. Define a binary
operation ``?'' in G as follows:
ax.by s as b f xu b , y xu b ( y . .  .  . .x
 .Then 1e is the identity element follows from C , Lemma 2.3, and C .3 4
  ..y1  y1 . y1   ..That f x9, x s a x9u a x9 is the left inverse of x in S, ( is thex 9
left inverse of ax follows from C and Lemma 2.3. The associativity of the5
binary operation is a consequence of C y C .5 9
 .The map i: H ª G defined by i h s he is an injective homomorphism.
 .The map j: S ª G defined by j x s 1 x is also an injective map. After the
identifications of H and S with their images in G, H becomes a subgroup
of G and S a right transversal of H in G such that the c-groupoid
 .determined by S is the same as S, H, s , f .
 .The pair G, H , where G is the group described in the above theorem,
will be termed the general extension associated to the c-groupoid
 .S, H, s , f .
 .  .COROLLARY 2.4. If S, H, s , f is a c-groupoid, then S, ( is a right
quasigroup with identity.
Proof. Consider the general extension G of H associated to S, H, s ,
.  .  .f . Suppose that x( y s z( y. Then 1 x.1 y s f x, y x( y s f x, y z( y s
 .  ..y1f x, y f z, y z.1 y. The cancellation law in G gives x s z. Further,
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  ..y1using C , we find that yu f x9, x ( x9 is the solution of the equation6
X ( x s y, where X is the unknown in the equation.
  .If the action u of H on S is trivial which means that u x, h s x for all
.  .x g S and h g H , then the c-groupoid S, H, s , f is a factor system and
 .s S : Aut H. A sufficient condition for a c-groupoid to be a factorÃ
 .system is that s is injective and s S : End H, the set of endomorphismsÃ Ã
of H.
Let S1 and S2 be two right transversals of H in G. For each x g S1
 .  . 2there is an element g x g H and an element p x g S such that
 .  . 1 2 1x s g x p x . This gives us a map p from S to S and a map g from S
 .to H such that the triple p, I , g , where I denotes the identity map onH H
H, is a c-homomorphism in the following sense.
 1 1 1 1.  2 2 2 2 .DEFINITION 2.5. Let S , H , s , f and S , H , s , f be c-
 . 1 2 1 2groupoids. A triple p, q, g where p: S ª S is a map, q: H ª H a
1 2  .homomorphism, and g : S ª H a map such that g e s 1, is called a
 1 1 1 1.  2 2 2 2 .c-homomorphism from S , H , s , f to S , H , s , f if
 .  .   .  ..  .CH p x( y s p x u g y ( p y ,1
 .  1 ..  .  . 2   .. 2  .  .  ..CH q f x, y g x( y s g x s g y f p x u g y , p y ,2 p x .
 .  .  .  .CH p xu h s p x u q h ,3
 .  1 ..  . 2   ..  ..y1CH q s h s g x s q h g xu h ,4 x p x .
for all x, y g S1 and h g H 1.
 .  . If p, q, g is a c-homomorphism, then p e s e follows from C and1
 .  .  .  .  .  .  ..the identity p e s p e( e s p e u g e ( p e s p e ( p e .
 .  1 1 1 1.Let p , q , g be a c-homomorphism from S , H , s , f to1 1 1
 2 2 2 2 .  .  2 2 2 2 .S , H , s , f and p , q , g a c-homomorphism from S , H , s , f2 2 2
 3 3 3 3.  .to S , H , s , f . Then p, q, g , where p s p ( p , q s q ( q , and2 1 2 1
 .   ..   .. 1g x s q g x . g p x ; x g S , is easily seen to be a c-homomor-2 1 2 1
 1 1 1 1.  3 3 3 3.phism from S , H , s , f to S , H , s , f . This c-homomorphism will
 .  .be called the composite of p , q , g and p , q , g . We have the1 1 1 2 2 2
 .  .  . identity c-homomorphism I , I , I on S, H, s , f , where I x s 1 theS H
.identity element of H for all x g S. This gives us a category C G whose
objects are c-groupoids and whose morphisms are c-homomorphisms.
THEOREM 2.6. Let G1 and G2 be general extensions of H 1 and H 2
 1 1 1 1.  2 2 2 2 .associated to c-groupoids S , H , s , f and S , H , s , f respecti¨ ely.
 1 1.  2 2 .Then a morphism f from G , H to G , H in the category E determines
 .uniquely and is determined uniquely by a c-homomorphism p, q, g from
 1 1 1 1.  2 2 2 2 . < 1 < 1S , H , s , f to S , H , s , f such that f s q and f s g ? p.H S
 .Further p, q, g is a c-isomorphism if and only if f is an isomorphism with
 1. 2f H s H .
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< 1 1  .  .  .Proof. Let q s f . If x g S , then f x s g x p x for someH
 . 2  . 2  .g x g H and p x g S . This gives us a c-homomorphism p, q, g .
 .Conversely, suppose that p, q, g is a c-homomorphism. Define a map
1 2  .  .  .  .  .f : G ª G by f ax s q a g x p x . Making use of the fact that p, q, g
is a c-homomorphism, after a little computation we get that f is a
 .  .  .  .  . < 1homomorphism. Also, f ae s q a e and f 1 x s g x p x , i.e., f s qH
< 1and f s g ? p. f is unique with this property for, if c is any homomor-S
 .  .  .  .phism with this property, then c ax s c ae.1 x s c ae c 1 x s
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .q a e. g x p x s q a g x p x s f ax .
 .  1 1 1 1.  2 2 2 2 .  .Let p , q , g from S , H , s , f to S , H , s , f and p , q , g1 1 1 2 2 2
 2 2 2 2 .  3 3 3 3.from S , H , s , f to S , H , s , f be c-homomorphisms and f , f1 2
be the corresponding homomorphisms between the associated general
extensions. Then
f (f ae s f q a e s q q a e .  .  .  . .  .2 1 2 1 2 1
and
f (f 1 x s f g x p x s q g x g p x p p x . .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
From uniqueness, it follows that f (f is the homomorphism determined2 1
 .  .by the composite c-homomorphism p , q , g . p , q , g . We also ob-2 2 2 1 1 1
 .1 1 1 1serve that I is determined by I , I , I . Hence f (f s I if andG S H 2 1 G
 .  .  .  .1 1only if p , q , g . p , q , g s I , I , I . This shows that p , q , g is2 2 2 1 1 1 S H 1 1 1
 1.a c-isomorphism if and only if f is an isomorphism such that f H s1 1
2H .
COROLLARY 2.7. The category E is equi¨ alent to the category C G of
c-groupoids.
Proof. The axiom of choice gives us an assignment associating to each
 .general extension G, H a right transversal of H in G. This in turn gives
us a correspondence T from the class of general extensions to the class of1
c-groupoids. Let T be the assignment from the class of c-groupoids to the2
class of general extensions associating to each c-groupoid the correspond-
 .ing general extension Theorem 2.2 . From Theorem 2.6, we note that T1
and T are co-variant functors such that T (T and T (T are naturally2 1 2 2 1
isomorphic to the corresponding identity functors.
COROLLARY 2.8. All c-groupoids determined by different right trans¨ ersals
of H in G are c-isomorphic.
 .  .A c-groupoid S, H, s , f will be called a c-quasigroup c-group if S is a
 .quasigroup group . A factor system is a c-group.
 .COROLLARY 2.9. A c-groupoid S, H, s , f is a factor system if and only
if all its c-isomorphic images are c-quasigroups.
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 .Proof. Let S, H, s , f be a factor system. Then the action of H on S
 .  .  1is trivial. If p, q, g is a c-isomorphism from S, H, s , f to S ,
1 1 1.  .  .  .  .H , s , f , then p and q are bijective and p x s p xu h s p x u q h .
 .Conversely, if each c-isomorphic image of S, H, s , f is a c-quasigroup,
then by Corollary 2.8 all the c-groupoids determined by different right
transversals of H in G, where G is the general extension associated to the
 .c-groupoid S, H, s , f , are c-quasigroups. Suppose x g S and h g H0
such that x u h / x . Then the c-groupoid determined by the right0 0
transversal
1  4S s S _ x u h j s h x u h . 4 .0 x 00
 .of H in G is not a c-quasigroup because left inverses of x and s h x u h0 x 001in S are the same.
COROLLARY 2.10. A subgroup H of a group G is normal if and only if
e¨ery right trans¨ ersal of H in G determines a c-quasigroup.
Proof. This follows from the Corollaries 2.8 and 2.9.
3. RIGHT QUASIGROUPS AND GENERAL EXTENSIONS
 .Let S, ( be a right quasigroup with identity e. We will consider the
solutions of various equations in S. In all these equations, X will denote
s .the unknown. Let y, z g S. Define a map f y, z from S to S as follows:
s . .  .for x g S, f y, z x is the unique solution of the equation X ( y( z s
 . s .  .x( y ( z. We show that f y, z g Sym S , the symmetric group on S. We
 . .   ..  .adopt the convention h.k x s k h x , h, k g Sym S and x g S for the
 .  .product in Sym S so that Sym S acts on S from the right in the natural
s . . s . .  .way. Suppose that f y, z x s f y, z x . Then x ( y ( z s1 2 1
s . .  . s . .  .  .f y, z x ( y( z s f y, z x ( y( z s x ( y ( z. By the right can-1 2 2
cellation property in S, x s x . Let u g S, ¨ be the unique solution of the1 2
 .equation X ( z s u( y( z and x be the unique solution of the equation
 .  .X ( y s ¨ . Then x( y ( z s u( y( z . Thus there exists a unique x g S
 .  .such that u is the solution of the equation X ( y( z s x( y ( z, that is,
s . .there exists an element x g S such that f y, z x s u. This shows that
s .  .f y, z g Sym S .
 .DEFINITION 3.1. The subgroup G of Sym S generated by the subsetS
 s . 4  .f y, z : y, z g S of Sym S will be called the group torsion of S.
 .  . s . .Remark 3.2. Since e( y ( z s e( y( z ; y, z g S, f y, z e s e
  4.; y, z g S. Thus G is a subgroup of Sym S _ e also.S
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A right quasigroup S is a group if and only if its group torsion is the
trivial group. Thus, from Corollary 2.10, we have
COROLLARY 3.3. A subgroup H of a group G is normal if and only if the
group torsion of e¨ery right quasigroup determined by e¨ery right trans¨ ersal of
H in G is tri¨ ial.
 .A group G is said to contain a right quasigroup S, ( as a right
transversal if there is a subgroup H of G such that S is a right transversal
of H in G and the right quasigroup structure induced on S is the given
right quasigroup structure.
THEOREM 3.4. Let S be a right quasigroup with identity e. Then, there
exists a group GS containing S as a right trans¨ ersal such that if there is any
group G containing S as a right trans¨ ersal, then there is a unique homomor-
phism from G to GS which is the identity map on S.
Proof. By Theorem 2.6 it is sufficient to construct a c-groupoid
 s s s.S, H , s , f , where S is the given right quasigroup such that given any
 .c-groupoid S, H, s , f , where S is again the same right quasigroup, there
 .  .exists a unique c-homomorphism p, q, g from S, H, s , f to
 s s s. sS, H , s , f such that p s I , the identity map on S. Take H s SymS
  4.  4S _ e , the symmetric group on S _ e . We extend the natural action of
s  4 s s s sH on S _ e to the action u of H on S by defining eu h s e ;h g H .
s s s .. s .Already, we have a map f : S = S ª H defined by f x, y s f x, y
 . s s .see Remark 3.2 . By the definition of u and the maps f y, z , y, z g S,
we have
i x( y ( z s xu s f s y , z ( y( z .  .  .  .
 .  .  .for all x, y, z g S. Since x( e ( y s x( y s x( e( y and x( y( e s
 .x( y s x( y ( e, we have
ii f s e, y s f s y , e s 1, the identity of H s for all y g S. .  .  .
Next, we define a map s s: S = H s ª H s. Let y g S and h g H s.
s . s . .Define a map s h : S ª S as follows: for x g S, s h x is the uniquey y
solution of the equation
X ( yu sh s x( y u sh. .  .
Thus
s s h x ( yu sh s x( y u sh. .  .  .  .y
s . . s . .Suppose that s h x s s h x . Theny 1 y 2
x ( y u sh s s s h x ( yu sh s s s h x ( yu sh s x ( y u sh. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 y 1 y 2 2
 .This implies that x ( y s x ( y. By the right cancellation property in S,1 2
x s x .1 2
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Next, if u g S, then the solution x of the equation X ( y s
  s .. s y1 s . . s .  .u( yu h u h is such that s h x s u. Thus s h g Sym S .y y
Further, since
e( yu sh s yu sh s e( y u sh , .  .
s . . s .   4. sit follows that s h e s e. Hence s h g Sym S _ e s H . This givesy y
s s s s .. s .us a map s : S = H ª H defined by s y, h s s h . We havey
iii x( y u sh s xu ss s h ( yu sh , .  .  .  .y
for all x, y g S and h g H s.
Now,
xu sh s x( e u sh s xu ss s h ( eu sh s xu ss s h ( e s xu ss s h .  .  .  .  .e e e
for all x g S and h g H s. Since the action of H s on S is faithful,
s . ss h s h ;h g H . Thuse
iv s s s I s . . e H
Further, given y g S and h , h g H s, we have1 2
xu ss s h h ( yu s h h s x( y u s h h .  .  .  . .y 1 2 1 2 1 2
s x( y u sh u sh . .1 2
s xu ss s h ( yu sh u sh .  . .y 1 1 2
s xu ss s h s s s h ( yu s h h . .  .  . .y 1 yu h 2 1 21
Thus
xu ss s h h s xu ss s h s s s h .  .  .y 1 2 y 1 yu h 21
for each x g S. Since the action u s is faithful, we get
v s s h h s s s h s s s h .  .  .  .y 1 2 y 1 yu h 21
for all y g S and h , h g H s.1 2
Let u, x, y, z g S. Then
uu ss s f s y , z f s xu s f s y , z , y( z ( x( y ( z .  .  . .  .  .x
s uu ss s f s y , z f s xu s f s y , z , y( z ( xu s f s y , z ( y( z .  .  .  . .  .  .x
by i . .
s uu ss s f s y , z ( xu s f s y , z ( y( z by i .  .  .  . .  .  . .x
s u( x u s f s y , z ( y( z by iii .  .  .  . .  .
s u( x ( y ( z by i .  . .  .
s uu s f s x , y ( x( y ( z by i .  .  . .  .
s uu s f s x , y f s x( y , z ( x( y ( z by i .  .  .  . .  .
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Thus
uu ss s f s y , z f s xu s f s y , z , y( z s uu s f s x , y f s x( y , z .  .  .  . .  .x
for all u g S. Since the action u s is faithful, we have
vi f s x , y f s x( y , z s s s f s y , z f s xu s f s y , z , y( z . .  .  .  .  . .  .x
Further, let x, y g S and h g H s. Then for every u g S, we have
uu s f s x , y s s h ( x( y u sh .  .  . .x ( y
s uu s f s x , y ( x( y u sh by iii .  .  . .  .
s u( x ( y u sh by i .  . .  .
s u( x u ss s h ( yu sh by iii .  .  .  . .y
s uu ss s s s h ( xu ss s h ( yu sh by iii .  .  .  . . .  . .x y y
s uu ss s s s h f s xu ss s h , yu sh ( xu ss s h ( yu sh .  .  .  . .  .  .x y y y
by i . .
s uu ss s s s h f s xu ss s h , yu sh ( x( y u sh by iii . .  .  .  . .  . .  .x y y
Thus
uu s f s x , y s s h s uu ss s s s h f s xu ss s h , yu sh . .  .  .  . .  .x ( y x y y
Since the action u s is faithful, we get
vii f s x , y s s h s s s s s h f s xu ss s h , yu sh . .  .  .  .  . .  .x ( y x y y
 .  .  s s s.From identities i ] vii , it follows that S, H , s , f is a c-groupoid,
s   4. s swhere H s Sym S _ e , and s and f are defined as above.
 .Last, let S, H, s , f be a c-groupoid where S is the given right quasi-
group. Then, we have to show the existence of a unique c-homomorphism
 .  .  s s s.p, q, g from S, H, s , f to S, H , s , f such that p s I . If such aS
 .  .c-homomorphism I , q, g exists. Then, by CHS 1
x( y s xu sg y ( y .
for all x, y g S. Thus
xu sg y s x .
 .  s.for all x, y g S. In other words, g y s 1 the identity of H ; y g S.
 .Also, by CH , for all x g S and h g H we have3
xu h s I xu h s I x u sq h s xu sq h , .  .  .  .S S
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where u is the action of H on S. Therefore q is the permutation
 .representation of H induced by u observe that eu h s e ;h g H . Thus it
 .is sufficient to show that I , q, g is a c-homomorphism, where q is theS
permutation representation induced by the action u of H on S and
 .  .  .  .g x s 1 ; x g S. We need to verify CH and CH . Since g x s 12 4
; x g S, we need to show the following:
a q f x , y s f s x , y .  .  . .
b q s h s s s q h .  .  . . .x x
for all x, y g S and h g H. Now,
xu f y , z ( y( z s x( y ( z s xu s f s y , z ( y( z .  .  .  .  .
implies that
xu f y , z s xu s f s y , z .  .
for all x g S. Since q is the permutation representation of H induced by
  .. s .u , we get q f y, z s f y, z .
Also
xu sq s h ( yu sq h s xus h ( yu h .  .  .  . . .y y
s x( y u h .
s x( y u sq h .  .
s xu ss s q h ( yu sq h .  . .  .y
implies that
xu sq s h s xu ss s q h .  . . .y y
s  ..   ..for all x g S. Thus q s h s s q h .y y
The group GS described in Theorem 3.4 will be termed the general
  4.extension of Sym S _ e by the right quasigroup S.
 .PROPOSITION 3.5. Let S, H, s , f be a c-groupoid. Let A be a subset of
 .H and K a subgroup of H such that s a g K ; x g S and a g A. Thenx
 :.  :s A : K ; x g S, where A denotes the subgroup of H generated by A.x
Proof. The proposition follows from the following two identities:
i s hk s s h s k .  .  .  .x x xu h
y1y1
y1ii s h s s h . .  .  . .x xu h
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 .   .:PROPOSITION 3.6. Let S, H, s , f be a c-groupoid. Let f S = S
  . 4  denote the subgroup of H generated by f x, y : x, y g S . Then s f S =s
.:.   .:S : f S = S ; x g S.
 .Proof. By C ,8
y1  :s f y , z s f x , y f x( y , z f xu f y , z , y( z g f S = S .  .  .  .  . .  . .x
; x, y, z g S. The result follows from Proposition 3.5.
 .COROLLARY 3.7. Let S, H, s , f be a c-groupoid and G s HS the
  .:  :corresponding general extension of H. Then f S = S S is the subgroup S
of G generated by S.
 .  .y1  :   .:Proof. Since f x, y s x. y. x( y g S ; x, y g S, f S = S :
 :   .:   .:S . Also, since S : f S = S S, it is sufficient to show that f S = S S
  .:   .:is a subgroup of HS. Let hx, ky g f S = S S, where h, k g f S = S
and x, y g S. Then
hx .ky s hs k f xu k , y xu k ( y . .  .  . .x
 .   .:  By Proposition 3.6, s k g f S = S . This shows that hx.ky g f S =x
.:   .:  .y 1S S whenever hx , ky g f S = S S . Further, hx s
  ..y1  y1 . y1   .:   .:   y1 .f x9, x s h x9u h g f S = S S ;h g f S = S s h gx 9 x 9
  .: .f S = S by Proposition 3.6 .
S   4.COROLLARY 3.8. The subgroup of G s Sym S _ e S generated by S is
the group G S, where G is the group torsion of S.S S
DEFINITION 3.9. The group G S will be called the general extensionS
determined by the right quasigroup S.
Let H be a subgroup of a group G and S a right transversal of H in G.
Then by Theorem 3.4, there exists a unique homomorphism x from G toS
S <G such that x s q, the permutation representation of H on S, andHS
< <   .: .x s I . Clearly, Ker x s Ker x . Further, x f S = S S s G SS HS S S S S S
<   .:and Ker x is a normal subgroup of f S = S S which is con- f S=S .:SS
  .:tained in f S = S . Thus
PROPOSITION 3.10. If G is a group containing S as a right trans¨ ersal,
  .: then there is a unique homomorphism x from f S = S S the subgroup ofS
.G generated by S to G S which is the identity map on S and which mapsS
  .: <f S = S surjecti¨ ely onto G . Further, Kerx s Ker x is a f S=S .:S S S
  .:   .:normal subgroup of f S = S S contained in f S = S .
  .:   .:COROLLARY 3.11. f S = S is normal in f S = S S if and only if
G is tri¨ ial.S
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 .As discussed in this paper, right transversals abstractly in a group are
right quasigroups embedded in a suitable manner. Several people have
studied groups whose subgroups have some prescribed properties. One can
similarily try to describe groups in which transversals possess some pre-
scribed properties. For example, one can try to characterize groups in
which every right transversal S has the property that G ( G for everyT S
right transversal T of G in G S. Some of the problems of this type areS S
w x w xdiscussed in L and L-S .
The abstract description of right transversals in non-discrete groups is a
difficult problem. We hope to describe it up to homotopy.
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